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SUSTAINING DIGITAL

EXCELLENCE
The Channel’s role in optimising both the
employee and customer digital experience

An engaging and interactive virtual
roundtable event aiming to connect
MSPs, VARs and System Integrators
with Vendors, Service Providers and
Distributors

www.sdc-channel.com

In the early days of the pandemic, almost all businesses went into firefighting mode. Five
years of a digital transformation roadmap were collapsed into a few weeks or months of
frantic activity. The focus was on survival – enabling a remote workforce, developing a new,
virtual business model, or just keeping the lights on. The Channel stepped up as part of the
digital solution providers who so successfully enabled so many organisations to adjust to
the new normal.
A year on, and businesses now need to start making decisions as to which of their
pandemic-triggered changes are to remain and which can be stood down. Hybrid working
looks to be the future. This places major demands on a company’s IT infrastructure.
Demands which may have been met with a temporary solution during the pandemic, but
which now need a more permanent, resilient approach.

The Event
Angel Business Communications, publishers of the Digitalisation World portfolio and
organisers of the Managed Services Summit series of events are excited to announce a new
virtual event called the SDC Channel Summit, taking place on July 6th.
A brand new and unique format, the SDC Channel Summit Live will be a series of
roundtables, giving delegates real insight and the opportunity to join industry experts in
discussing the key issues facing the channel and you will be given the information to help
you grow, become better skilled and become more efficient.
As businesses have sought to come to terms with the impact of Covid-19, the Channel has
had a crucial role to play in providing the technology solutions which have enabled so many
to survive, if not actually to thrive, during the past year. As we begin to emerge from the
immediate threat of the pandemic, the Channel now needs to help companies of all shapes
and sizes to understand their future, sustainable IT needs.

www.sdc-channel.com

Thousands and thousands of end users are faced with many, many digital challenges
which the pandemic brought to a head. And in almost all cases, they are looking for
outside guidance and help to plot their way forward – to optimise the digital experience
both for their workers and their customers. The Channel is perfectly placed to take on this
trusted IT advisor role. The Channel can help businesses to understand the challenges and
opportunities ahead, and how best to prepare for them. Some kind of hybrid IT strategy
is almost certainly the solution, and the Channel can bring together all the necessary
components (private and public cloud, managed services, hardware and software,
connectivity and the like) to help companies face the future with confidence.
The SDC Channel Summit will include a series of 50 minute roundtable sessions, educating
MSPs on the key issues they face as they look to be a partner in their customers digital
transformation journey. The roundtable format will allow for meaningful discussion, thought
leadership and the forging of new business partnerships.
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ROUNDTABLE 1
Developing your Channel business for a post-pandemic world – the need
for efficiency and automation

The Roundtable
Sessions
The SDC Channel Summit is free to attend event educating MSPs,
MSSPs, System Integrators or Value Added Resellers on the
outlook for channel business in 2021 and beyond.
In order to help the Channel to understand and prepare for the
major digital opportunities ahead, the SDC Channel Summit will
include a mixture of keynote talks, technology presentations
leading to roundtable discussions, broken down into four key
topics.

The Channel itself faced some major challenges in order to help its customers meet the ‘chaos’ of Covid-19. Logistics,
supply chains, technology offerings – all came under pressure like never before. While the Channel can be rightly proud
of the role it played in helping end users adjust to a whole new set of business demands, there’s no doubt that many
channel organisations need to plan for the post-pandemic world. The watchwords of digital transformation - flexibility,
agility, scalability and speed - are as much the watchwords of the Channel as its customers.
How to best develop these attributes? Through internal re-organisation? Through mergers and/or acquisitions? Through
partnering and collaboration? To consolidate or expand – both the business and the technology solutions? Through
more use of automation? Through any or all of these approaches?
This session will help attendees to evaluate their many options, to understand how to optimise their business
opportunities, to ensure future growth and success.

ROUNDTABLE 2
The Channel – the perfect partner in a hybrid world
It seems as if everything is ‘hybrid’ these days – hybrid cloud, hybrid workplace, hybrid IT, hybrid data centres. And that’s
for a very good reason – one size very rarely fits all. End users need a mixture of on-premise and cloud and managed
services; end users need a mixture of private and public cloud; end users need an office base and they need to enable
more flexible, homeworking options as well; end users need some of their own IT, as well as some solutions accessed
outside of the company; end users need centralised data centres and, increasingly, access to edge facilities.
The Channel is perfectly placed to bring together these complex, distributed requirements into a single, coherent IT
infrastructure strategy. But, just like the end users they are helping, channel companies need to decide how much of
the solution they want or need to own, and how much they need to involve technology partners and collaborators
along the way.
This session will help attendees to think through this complex IT landscape, to better understand how and where they
can contribute best value for their customers.

ROUNDTABLE 3
New technology, changing customer demands and growth in as-a-service
technologies
Not only is the Channel expected to help customers with their existing IT infrastructure requirements, there’s also a very
exciting future. High performance computing (HPC), 5G, edge, a whole host of artificial intelligence technologies, low
earth orbit satellites and other connectivity developments, DevOps and collaboration tools - not to mention ideas and
developments that are still on the (digital) drawing board.

The Roundtable
Sessions
Summary

Even before the pandemic hit, businesses were embarking on their
digital transformation journeys, where the user experience – both
that of employees and customers – was the major focus. 12 months
on and digital acceleration has become the new normal. And the
user experience matters more than ever before – it can literally be
the difference between a company staying in business or not.
The Channel is perfectly placed to provide organisations with the
necessary IT tools to ensure the optimised user experience, and
the SDC Channel event will show you how.

First up, channel companies need to ensure that they understand these future technologies and trends. Only then is
it possible to understand what their impact might be. Only then, can a channel organisation decide if it wants to offer
any particular new solution, and whether this should be offered physically or virtually, as a service. And these new
opportunities are in addition to the existing world of complexity, where many channel companies are still transitioning
from sales of actual hardware and software to more of a cloud and managed services provider model. There are no easy
answers when it comes to deciding which technologies and ideas to adopt, nor how best to deliver them to the customer.
This session will help channel companies to gain in-depth knowledge to help the decision-making process.

ROUNDTABLE 4
Cybersecurity and connectivity, going to the edge and moving to the cloud
While the pandemic made many demands on digital infrastructure, there were, perhaps, two key areas which came
under particular scrutiny: connectivity and security. Remote working required a distributed workforce to be reliably
connected to the business. Video conferencing is painful for those with slow, intermittent internet connection (and their
colleagues!). But, with many employees based away from major cities and the best connectivity infrastructure, how can
they be provided with the speed and quality of connection they need?
Remote working also served to highlight the importance of security. While BYOD had already alerted organisations
to the risks of employees using their own IT devices for work purposes, homeworking means that home network
components have come under intense scrutiny. Additionally, the issues of who is accessing what applications or data,
and from where, has become a major headache for IT security departments. Zero trust as a concept is gaining traction,
but this approach needs the right technology solutions in place for it to work. This session will explore the ever-present
challenges around IT security, exacerbated by the demands of hybrid IT. The very real, and growing, challenges will be
examined, alongside the potential solutions – what, how and where they can be delivered.

The audience
Directors and senior managers of
Managed Service Providers, Systems
Integrators and Solution VARs
interested in keeping up to date with
developments in the IT Channel
sector.
We have an IT Channel database
of over 8,000 industry professionals.
Demographics are available on
requests.

www.sdc-channel.com
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PACKAGE FEATURES

Partnership Opportunities
Become a partner of the event if you are a
hardware/software vendor, service provider,
distributor, hosting/datacentre providers, cloud
service providers and you are interested in
engaging with our audience of MSPs, MSSPs,
System Integrators and Value Added Resellers,
your potential new business partners.

ROUNDTABLE
PARTNER

SUPPORTING
PARTNER

3 minute pre-recorded presentation / intro

✓

–

A seat at the 50 minute roundtable session



–

September supplement (digital)



–

10 minute video interview, for SDC Channel Insights



–

GDPR compliant attendees list, provided pre-event





✓

Digital sponsors booth





✓

1 minute elevator pitch within virtual booth





3 months on-demand access





✓

Digital branding and adverts within event platform





✓

Facilitated meeting maker via exhibitor portal





✓

Logo on event website





✓

Logo on event marketing (event will be marketed to over
12,000 MSPs and Resellers across Europe)





✓

Dedicated social media promotion about sponsor





✓

HTML sent to attendees pre-event





✓

Unlimited staff registrations





✓

£4,995

£3,495

Feature editorial and advert in the SDC Channel Insights

dcmsummit.com How Managed Service Providers and Cloud Service Providers can help SMEs on the road to digital transformation

TO DISCUSS SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES CONTACT:

Sukhi Bhadal
sukhi.bhadal@angelbc.com
Chief Executive Officer
Peter Davies
peter.davies@angelbc.com
Sales Manager
T: +44 (0)2476 718970
E: info@sdc-channel.com
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